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GoMEDIA is responsible for many
buzzed-about
advertising campaigns. Here are
three of founder
Wolan’s favorites:
1. Message in a
Bottle
To promote the ABC
drama “Lost,”
GoMEDIA placed flyers
in bottles and then put
the bottles in beaches
around the country.

2. Where was Mrs.
Big?
For the launch of “Sex
and the City” on TBS,
Wolan picked out four
drag queens to impersonate each of the
four leads on the
show. The foursome
generated a lot of
attention at Gay Pride
parades in Los
Angeles, San Francisco
and New York.

3. Go Cars
A recent GoCARD
campaign for
Volkswagen featured
New York City icons
set against an allgreen background.
There were 15 images
in total, including one
with an NYC rat. “It
was very popular,”
Wolan said. “It became
a bit of a collectible.”

Fitness

Next Generation Yoga
Owner: Jodi Komitor
212-595-9306
www.nextgenerationyoga.com
On a recent weekday, a
group of Upper East Side
residents gathered at a
Madison Avenue spa for a
quiet yoga session. But before long, a few clients
were whining and crying
for “mommy.” This is Next
Generation Yoga.
Started in 1998 by Jodi
Komitor, Next Generation
Yoga (NGY) was founded
on the philosophy that
kids could benefit from the
yoga teachings of well-being and balance. Unlike
traditional yoga, which
promotes serenity, kids’
yoga is all about making
animal noises and crawling around on the floor. At
special “hip-hop yoga” sessions, breathing exercises
are done to Shaggy songs.
Similarly, Mariah Carey’s
“Shake It Off” is an invitation to shake your legs and
wiggle your toes.
Komitor first started
running classes out of her
Upper West Side apartment, giving a dozen classes a week, with a handful

Popular Classes
Offered by Next Generation
Yoga
3-4 yr. olds
Mon. 12:30-1:30 at Levitate Yoga?
Thur. 3:30-4:15 at Exhale?Spa

5-7 yr. olds
Wed. 3:30-4:15 at Exhale Spa?
Wed. 3:45-4:30 at JCC?
Wed. 5:00-5:40 at Greenpoint
YMCA

8-10 yr. olds
Wed. 4:35-5:20 at Jewish
Community Center (JCC)
Wed. 5:45-6:25 at Greenpoint
YMCA ??

11-13 yr. olds
Wed. 5:45-6:25 at Greenpoint
YMCA ?
Fri. 4:00-5:00 at Exhale Spa
(Check www.nextgenerationyoga.com for details
and location information)

from postcards to include coasters, frisbees, coffee cups and even dollar bills as mediums for
advertising. Wolan credits his success to staying creative. “You have to reinvent yourself on
Owner: Alan Wolan
a regular basis,” he said.
www.gocard.com
It’s a philosophy Wolan learned first hand.
www.gogorillamedia.com
His break as an entrepreneur was selling
printed T-shirts in Berlin, emblazoned with slogans and images from the Berlin Wall. But
To find big success in the advertising indus- when the wall came down, so did his business.
try, Alan Wolan started small — about 4 inch- “The marketplace had changed, but I didn’t
es by 6 inches to be exact. As founder of GoME- change with it,” Wolan said. “The world had
DIA, 43-year-old Wolan is the man behind Go- changed, but I was still selling the same thing.”
CARD — the advertising postcards found in
When the opportunity for GoMEDIA came
many of the city’s bars, boutiques and even around, Wolan vowed not to repeat his misbathrooms. “Advertisers hire us to execute their takes. Even while implementing one campaign,
campaigns,” said Wolan, “and we look for cre- he was already thinking ahead to the next.
ative ways to do it.”
The original postcard adWolan started the comvertising business has now
pany in 1994 with $15,000
spun off two additional diviin savings and ran the busisions: GoPOSTER, which orness out of his apartment
ganizes poster-marketing
in Queens. His background Advertising was a nearly $300
campaigns, and GoGORILin marketing helped him billion industry in the U.S. in
LA, which produces grassestablish relationships 2005. Here’s how some of the difroots, guerilla-style advertiswith ad buyers and media ferent mediums factored into the
ing. Wolan sums it all up as
agencies. He sold advertis- equation:
“alternative, nontraditional
ing by day and delivered Television advertising $68 billion
media.” While he still servicpostcards at night. In 1996, Newspaper
es the same clients, Wolan
$49 billion
he moved into an office on Direct mailings
says the new divisions allow
$45 billion
Spring Street in SoHo, but Magazines
him to offer customers more
$21 billion
as business increased and
choices and products. “It’s all
Radio
$20 billion
more employees were
about diversification,” he ex$15 billion
hired, the space proved too Online/Internet
plained. “We’re always askOutdoor advertising
$6 billion
small.
ing ourselves, ‘What else can
Today, GoMedia is Other
we sell them?’”
$76 billion
headquartered in a 5,000 Alternative advertising, such as those
The company has expandsquare foot location on methods favored by GoMEDIA is
ed into 19 cities around the
West Houston Street and included in the “other” category,
country, though New York reboasts a number of clients, which also includes mobile ads, flyers
mains its biggest market.
including Volkswagen and and giveaway samples.
“There’s a young spirit here,”
Nickelodeon. The compaWolan said, “and people are
(Source: Plunkett Research Ltd.)
ny has also branched off
willing to try new things.”

of kids attending each time.
Two years later, she saved
enough money to open up a
studio on West 72nd Street.
Komitor said it was the first
kids’ yoga studio in the
world.
Business took off by wordof-mouth and clients soon
numbered in the thousands.
But Komitor found it difficult to afford the Manhattan
rent. Instead of raising prices
or moving to a cheaper locale, Komitor made the decision to shut down the studio
and take her classes on the
road.
“Closing the studio felt
like a loss,” Komitor said,
“but I realized the business
didn’t need brick and mortar.” She ended up saving
$6,000 a month on rent and
decreased overhead costs by
taking her classes to clients
instead of having them come
to her. Komitor has also established partnerships with
local spas to offer classes in
their studio space. The spas
are responsible for all marketing and promotions, leaving Komitor free to do what
she does best — teach.
Komitor has trained a
team of eight teachers to expand NGY throughout the
city. She also trains yoga instructors from around the
world.
In December, Komitor is

Advertising

GoMEDIA

The Advertising
Industry

The American
Yoga Industry
According to a 2005 study
commissioned by Yoga
Journal magazine, Americans
spend $2.95 billion a year on
yoga classes and products,
including equipment, clothing, vacations and media
(DVDs, videos, books and
magazines).

Other findings:
headed west to start an NGY
branch in San Diego. She’s
also developing a line of instructional
books
and
videos, in addition to the
merchandise already being
sold on the NGY Web site.
Komitor said the training
sessions and online boutique
actually bring in more rev-

enue than the yoga classes.
It’s helpful, she said, to have
other avenues of income.
Komitor’s formula for success is simple: “Listen to
your heart,” she said. “It didn’t take a lot of money to start
this business, but I did have
to learn to trust my intuition.”

!"7.5% of U.S. adults of 16.5
million people now practice
yoga
!"the fastest growing segment is the 18-24 age
group, which increased by
46% in one year
!"77.1% of yoga practitioners
are women and 22.9% are
men.

